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Almost a year has passed since the explo sion on the 
British Petroleum (bp) Deep water Horizon oil plat
form, in the Missi ssi ppi Canyon Block 252 well. Be

tween the April 20 explosion in U.S. territorial waters 75 
kilometers from the Louisiana shore, and August 5, when the 
well was finally sealed and the spill halted, 4.4 million ba r
rels of crude were spewed into the waters of the gulf,1 at a 
rate of 56 000 a day.2 This article will examine U.S. gov ern
ment perceptions of the damage caused by the leak.

elemenTs For an analYsis 
oF environmenTal damage

The importance of the Gulf of Mexico lies in the amount 
and diversity of its natural resources, both because of their 
intrinsic maritime and coastal value (islands, wetlands, beaches, 
and coral reefs) and because they are areas that are the hab
itat and spawning grounds for many species; in its historic 
value; and in the productive activities it sus tains and the eco
nomic, commercial, recreational, and other kinds of be nefits 
it provides. To a great extent, this natural wealth is due to the 
action of three ocean currents: the Yu catán current, which enters 
the gulf from the Caribbean, flow ing between the Yucatán 
Peninsula and Cuba; the Loop Current, fed by the first and 
turning clockwise to become the third, the Florida Current, 
which pushes out of the gulf into the Atlan tic through the Flo
rida Straits. To a lesser extent, the current that comes from 
the Caribbean moves northnorth west toward the coasts of Loui
siana, Mississippi, and Alabama; then, when it nears the coast, 
the weakened current splits toward the west and Texas, and 
toward the eastnorth east and Florida.3 

On the other hand, as far as experience with oil spills 
indicates, the general impacts depend on four variables: the 
spill’s volume and rate or rhythm, the location of its source, 
and the type of crude involved. The way in which these va r
iables articulate with each other makes the difference be
t ween a minor incident and a catastrophe. Regardless of the 
size, it is generally accepted that the effects on the en vi ron
ment can be classified into two categories: severe or short
term, and chronic or longterm. Severe spills can be lethal or 
not, but in any case they debilitate the environment because 
they reduce the reproduction of animal and plant species, 
change their daily development, decrease their feeding mech
anisms, and hamper their ability to fight off disease. The 
chronic effects are much more polemical, since the evidence 
is often not conclusive and the results not straightforward. 
This controversy tends to be resolved, without much effort and 
simply using common sense, by assuming that exposure to 
low levels of crude significantly affects the survival and re
production of the species.

The U.S. Department of Commerce Oceanic and Atmo
s  pheric Administration explains that maritime oil spills cause 
differentiated impacts depending on the place the oil is locat
ed: crude oil offshore, crude oil in coastal habitats, and crude 
oil and human activities.4 Based on this classification, eval
uations of the effects of an oil spill vary in their methods de
pending on what they propose to analyze and the purpose of 
the exercise.

macondo’s damage

According to Fish and Wildlife Service (Fws) officials, five 
states suffered the greatest environmental damage: Alabama, 
Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas, all of which have 
threatened and endangered mammals, birds, reptiles, and fish. 
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In the first category, threatened animals are those that run 
the risk of becoming endangered, that is, that could become 
extinct, the second category.5 Alabama has 21 threatened 
animals, four of which may have suffered damage to their 
habitats from crude oil pollution. Of 58 endangered species, 
10 or 11 may have been affected by oil pollution.

In Florida, 9 or 10 of the 19 threatened species and 23 or 
24 of the 35 endangered species may be affected by the con
tamination, while in Louisiana, four or five of the eight threat
 ened species, and eight of the ten endangered species are in 
the same situation. In Mississippi, the same is happening to 
4 out of 11 of the threatened and 10 out of 20 of the endan
gered species. In Texas, 9 animal species are considered 
threat ened, 3 of which may have their habi tats affected by 
crude oil contamination; and 49 species are endangered, of 

which 8 may have had their habitats conta minated with oil.6 
Obviously the damage varies according to the kind of species, 
and U.S. officials emphasized these differences, an analysis 
of which follows.

esTimaTes oF THe damage To diFFerenT species

For official agencies, quantifying the damage and trying to 
mitigate it were the priorities from the moment the news of 
the incident on the platform and its resulting oil spill came 
out. Regarding the diagnostic analysis of the damage to ani
mal and plant species, the noaa and the Fws explained that 
the figures they provided referred to the total of the re ports 
of the ongoing procedures: once finished, after a first look, 
they qualified the specimens in three categories: “visibly oiled,” 
“no visible oil,” and “pending.” In the next stage, they would 
be subjected to longterm assessments to determine the cau ses 
of the injuries or death of the specimens collected, veri fying 
if they had broken bones, oil on their skin, or other injuries. If 
necessary, another examination would be made to look for 
less obvious injuries, studying the mouth, throat, and eyes 
to see if they showed signs of crude oil. An addi tional step 
could include a partial or full necropsy to help determine 

The Gulf of Mexico is important 
due to the amount and diversity of its natural 
resources, both for their intrinsic maritime and 

coastal value and because they are 
the hab itat and spawning grounds 

for many species.
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the exact cause of death and see whether it was related to the 
damage caused by the oil spill or not.7

birds

If oil contamination in the birds’ feathers is severe, they can 
lose their insulation properties and they die of hypo thermia 
even if the temperature of the water seems mild or luke warm. 
If their plumage is covered with oil, ocean birds can no longer 
float, so they sink and drown. This makes it very difficult to 
estimate the number of bird deaths since there are no bodies 
to count. A third case of contamination of birds with oil is when 
they ingest it as they try to clean their con ta minated feathers 
or they eat prey that has also been contami nated.8 According 
to one Fws report published in November, 7 835 birds have 
been affected; 2 888 were found visibly covered with oil, 66 
percent of which were dead. Another 4 014 were not covered 
with oil, but were internally contaminated; of these, 77 percent 
had died. Lastly, 933 birds, in whose cases contamination had 
not been confirmed, were found, but 931 of them had died.9

mammals

Rodents, felines, bears, deer, manatees, dolphins, and sperm 
whales are some of the mammals whose habitats —and 
therefore their lives— may be directly or indirectly affected 
by the spill. While land animals are usually less affected than 
marine animals —and this was, indeed, the case— there 
was still clear concern about protecting their surroundings. 
For the mammals inhabiting Gulf of Mexico waters, the si t
uation was worse: despite the fact that they do not have much 
fur to be covered with crude, they require the layer of fat 
under their skin to maintain their body temperature, and when 
their skin comes into contact with the oil, it becomes irritated 
and can become infected.

Even more dangerous is their inhaling oil fumes when they 
come to the surface to breathe, and their eating conta minated 
prey, poisoning them. According to the Fws, by No  vember 2, 
nine live mammals had been found, two visi bly covered in oil 
and seven without any visible outward signs; 100 specimens 
were found dead, four of which were covered in oil and another 
92 not; conclusions about the other four were pending. In 
total, 109 mammals were collected, of which only three could 
be returned to the wild.10

repTiles

Six species of tortoises and the American crocodile are the 
reptiles most affected. Five hundred thirtyfive tortoises were 
collected alive both from the sea and on land; 85 percent 
were visibly affected by the oil, and the remaining 15 per
cent had no clear marks of oil on them. Another 609 car cas
ses were collected, 3 percent dead from the oil, 52 percent 
with visible signs of oil contamination, and 45 percent still 
pending conclusions. This makes a total of 1 144 samples col
lected, of which 397 were treated and released; 278 nests were 
relocated, and 14 676 tortoise young were freed.11

corals 

It is common knowledge that exposure to large amounts of 
oil kills corals; the same is true of prolonged exposure to small 
amounts of oil. In the first case, it weakens them; in the se cond 
case, it exterminates them. Additionally, there is evi dence that 
in the medium and long term, the use of chemical dispersants 
to reduce the amount of oil after a spill is harmful. On an opti
mistic note, previous experience teaches us that corals recover 
more rapidly from the damage from oil conta m ination than 
from injuries caused by mechanical disasters like hurricanes 
or ships running aground on them.12

FisH and FisHing acTiviTies

Two species of sturgeon were the most threatened by the Ma
condo spill.13 However, researchers consider that the greatest 
damage was done to commercial fishing activities. In U.S. 
waters in the gulf, fishing directly and indirectly generates 
200 000 jobs with a value of US$5.5 billion at 2008 prices. In 
2010, the value of the catches in the area came to US$659 
million. By last July, the Oceanic and Atmospheric National 
Administration had closed about 217 000 square kilometers 

The controversy about the chronic effects 
of spills tends to be resolved simply 

using common sense, by assuming that exposure 
to even low levels of crude significantly affects 

species’ survival and re production.
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of ocean to fishing, something like 35 percent of the U.S. 
territorial economic waters in the gulf. The most important 
species and the ones most damaged by this ban are shrimp, 
menhaden, oysters, and blue crab.14

(un)oFFicial conclusion

By November 2010, 25 803 samples had been collected 
from water (10 236), sediment (3 060), tissue (3 286), and 
residue washed up on beaches (1 894). The Natural Resource 
Damage Assessment (nrda) joint operation did 35 487 tests 
on them; 3 200 kilometers of coastline had been explored, 
and oil residue was found at 1 500 points, dispersed in marshes, 
saltwater marshes, beaches, and mangroves. Also, 1 507 tons 
of oil residue was removed from the coasts most susceptible 
to damage.15

By the end of 2010, the environmental damage from the 
Macondo oil spill, quantified as costs of cleanup and reha
bilitation, were calculated at US$40 billion, according to bp 
sources.16 To this must be added the US$20 billion fund to 
pay claims by individuals and companies who can prove 
their economic activities have been affected.17 It should be 
expected that in the long term, the cost of the damage due 
to the spill will rise up to as much as US$200 billion, as 
more negative effects begin to show up.18 This is not just pos
sible, but very probable.

For sea mammals, 
the main dangers are inhaling oil fumes 

when they come to the surface 
to breathe, and being poisoned 
by eating conta minated prey. 
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